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Rental housing market overview

Rental market in Luxembourg City

— Should you rent or buy a house in Luxembourg?
The answer depends on how long you intend to stay 
in Luxembourg. If you stay in the country for a short 
time – less than 5 years – renting is the best option. It 
is not coincidence that around half of foreigners rent 
accommodation in Luxembourg.

— Luxembourg suffers from a significant housing 
shortage due to various factors including rising prices, 
a lack of new housing and population growth through 
immigration.

— The country’s size makes cross-border commuting 
relatively easy, and many people decide to live in 
neighboring countries — Belgium, France or Germany
— to avoid high rents.

— Flat-sharing continues to grow in popularity in 
Luxembourg, in response to new residents and 
financial imperatives for young professionals.

Future trends

Rental prices have been soaring for years and are 
expected to continue until the housing supply increases. 
In response, the government has taken steps to increase 
the amount of subsidized rental housing.

According to STATEC, Luxembourg will need between  
243,000 and 324,000 new single-family apartments
before 2060.

The Housing Ministry’s 2022 budget has grown from 
€230.6 million to €267.54 million.

Key facts and trends

Renting in
Luxembourg

Sources: athome, public.lu , ING.lu , 
Budget
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Sources: logement.lu

http://www.athome.lu/
https://budget.public.lu/lb/budget2022/am-detail.html?chpt=depenses&dept=15&sect=105
https://www.ing.lu/content/siteing/en/Individuals/my-money/categories/borrow/renting-or-buying-a-property-when-arriving-in-luxembourg.html
https://budget.public.lu/lb/budget2022/am-detail.html?chpt=depenses&dept=15
https://logement.public.lu/fr/observatoire-habitat/prix-de-location/simulateur.html?commune=1&typeAppartement=1&chambres=0&surfaceLogement=45&surfaceBalconTerrasse=0&surfaceJardin=0&garages=0&parkings=0&action=calculate#simulatorrent-form--result


Renting facts

— Demand is high in Luxembourg City.

— Rental properties are typically unfurnished, though 
sometimes tenants sell their appliances and 
fixtures before moving. Furnished properties can be 
rented, though they cost more. Rental contracts for
unfurnished spaces usually last for three years (or six 
to 12 months for a studio) and are renewable every 
year thereafter. There is a three-month notice period 
that can be shortened if you must leave for
professional reasons.

— Standard requirements can often apply like 
guarantors, references, agency fees usually equivalent 
to two to three months’ rent, one to three months’ 
deposit and sometimes a security deposit that 
cannot exceed the equivalent of three months’ rent.

— Rental charges are usually included in the rent price 
and are adjusted once a year. The tenant pays related 
building/housing services expenses, e.g. tax on 
household waste, electricity for the common areas or 
building maintenance.

— Rental insurance is mandatory.

— By law, the landlord must provide you with a copy of 
the rented property’s “energy passport.”

— Owners often eschew “for rent” or “for sale” signs 
and estate agencies are often closed on weekends. 
However, newcomers can tap into Luxembourg’s 
numerous expatriate forums and Facebook groups for 
support in their accommodation search.

Where to live in Luxembourg City

Popular areas include:

Belair – Beautiful and expensive; conveniently located 
close to the city center.

Beggen – Attractive and affordable; located behind the 
business neighborhood of Kirchberg.

Bonnevoie – Exciting, “up-and-coming” vibe; 
conveniently located behind the train station; affordable.

Hollerich – Northern half: attractive and moderately 
expensive; located close to the city center — southern 
half (especially towards the east) is less attractive.

Limpertsberg – Charming and expensive; conveniently 
located between the city center and the business 
neighborhood of Kirchberg.

Gasperich – Rapidly growing new district with many 
apartment buildings under construction; boasts the 
largest shopping center in Luxembourg and the new 
French school Vauban; located beside the Cloche d’Or 
business neighborhood and close to highways.
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